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On 11 February 2013, Pope Benedict  XVI resigned. 
When he actually left his office on 28 February 2013, 
we had a Sede Vacante in the church. 
Prophetically speaking, a global seat 
of government for the church was 
vacated. There has been much 
speculation regarding who will take 
his place. Many are saying that the 
Catholic Church needs a strong 
leader to come in and clean up the 
Church’s reputation which has been 
tainted by repeated sexual scandals. 
Although they are talking specifically 
about the Catholic church, I believe 
the same can be said for the church global. We are in a 
sorry state!
 When we look at the world today - we see 
destruction, death and chaos in all the nations of the 
earth. And the Church of Jesus is making no 
discernable impact on the nations. There are pockets 
where the church is making a difference, but on the 
whole we have yet to see whole nations being 
discipled into the Kingdom. I believe that this breaks 
the heart of God. He sent His Son so that nations could 
be saved. God is looking for whole nations to be saved 
and transformed. Justice and righteousness to replace 
corruption and poverty. If we are to see this, something 
needs to change! We cannot simply keep on doing 
what we have always done and hope for a different 
result. We need a new leadership - a kingdom 
leadership!
 Malachi prophesied a change in leadership - 
he prophesied a messenger being sent that would 
purify the sons of Levi. (Malachi 3: 1) I believe that 
Jesus fulfilled that prophecy when He cleaned out the 
temple with a whip in John 2:14 and Matthew 21:12. 

He was announcing that the present leadership had 
not done their job. His Father’s House was not a 

House of Prayer, but looked more 
like a den of thieves. Jesus 
overturned that system and cursed 
it. (Get the full teaching on House of 
Ripe and Unripe Figs from the 
office).  He then instituted a new 
priesthood with a new apostolic 
leadership.
 Today, I believe that God is 
again causing a leadershift. He is 
coming to His church and in every 

place where we look more like a den 
of thieves than a House of Prayer - Judgement is 
coming! God wants a House where all the nations can 
find a place to worship according to the pattern 
prophesied in Isaiah 56:7. Right now we need leaders 
who have the heart of the Father for nations and will 
not be deceived into settling for anything else. Leaders 
willing to lay down the old wineskin and embrace a 
new one so that the Lord can have His way in the 
earth. 
 As I write this newsletter, there is still a Sede 
Vacante. The cardinals are gathering in Rome to vote 
for their new Pope. Heaven is waiting for the ekklesia 
to vote with their voice on the sea of glass. The 
priesthood is changing, those who have been purified 
by fire ARE beginning to bring offerings in 
righteousness which is opening the windows of heaven 
over nations... the priests are taking their place. But 
where are the leaders? Where is the global apostolic 
leadership that must govern and lead this new move of 
God? The seat is waiting to be filled!

Blessings...THE ARIEL GATE TEAM
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MARRIAGES OF CONQUEST
15 - 17 February 2013

“Marriage is not an anti-dote for loneliness, it is an anti-dote for 
powerlessness!” This was just one of the nuggets of wisdom that Apostle 
Robert Henderson taught us at, what many are testifying, was the best 
marriage seminar EVER! We laughed and cried through the whole weekend 
as Robert and Mary shared their struggles and 
triumphs through their 36 years of marriage. 
 We learnt about the God’s apostolic vision of 
marriage and how the enemy seeks to subvert the 

power locked up in this covenant. There was an excellent session on sexual 
union within marriage and how this is what sets marriage apart from every other 
covenant relationship. He gave much wisdom to singles on finding God’s 
partner for your life and he and Mary prayed for a release of those partners to 
the singles that were present.
 His message on BITTERNESS is one that every person needs to hear. 
Preaching from Malachi 2 and Hebrews 12, he teaches on the process of how a 
root of bitterness forms and grows in our lives. He expounds on the damage 
this does to our relationships and how we need to deal with it. Awesome stuff!

Overall I feel that God laid the principle of strong apostolic 
marriages into the foundation of Ariel Gate and this has 
caused a shift for us. I was just reading the following out of 
Denis Peacocke's new book ON THE DESTINY OF 
NATIONS.
"The traditional family unit has historically been viewed as the core social unit of any 
culture or economy. The family unit, for good or ill, is the first engine of social values 
that we have as children. This is why healthy nations or healthy economies are built 
on healthy family units producing wise decision makers who create solid economic 
markets. For us as believers the biblical anchor to the social and economic health of 
any nation is that strong marriages produce healthy families."
If we are going to disciple nations - which we are called to do - then it starts with 
forming strong marriages and this seminar was instrumental in setting the standard!

CD AND DVD SETS ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE OFFICE.   011 6792114  OFFICE@ARIELGATE.CO.ZA

This was our first trip to Nigeria and we stand amazed 
at what the Lord did in the short time we were there. It 
was wonderful to be with Apostle Yemi Adefarasin and 
his wife Sharon and see the Kingdom work they are 
doing in Abuja. 
The theme of the conference was CLEANSING OUR 
GENERATIONAL BLOODLINE and Apostle Natasha 
started off by teaching on the need for this type of 
cleansing. She highlighted the plight of the nations and 
the lack of impact that the church is having in 
discipling the nations. She taught on the difference 
between traditional church leadership and the kingdom 

leadership that is needed if we are 
to see nations saved and 
transformed. The last evening of 
the conference she confronted the 
false prophetic movement and 

challenged Nigeria to raise up 
‘naioths’ in their cities.
We also did a day of corporate 
bloodline cleansing. God allowed us to 
retrieve the books of several of the 
major tribes of the nation and in turn 
present them, as redeemed tribes of 
Nigeria on the sea of glass. It was an 
awesome time of  courtroom prayer and apostolic 
administration! At the Sunday church service, Apostle 
Natasha taught a message on the House of Ripe and 
Unripe Figs that challenged the principality prevailing 
over the Nigerian church. This message was delivered 
under apostolic authority that brought order and 
restored God’s pattern in the House. We know that 
Kingdom Apostolic Lifeline Ministries will never be the 
same again!

KINGDOM LIFELINE APOSTOLIC MINISTRIES.... ABUJA, NIGERIA
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